Striking scribes may halt Wednesday Apollo launch
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The Dally Iowan-Iowa City, Iowa—Mon., Aug. 25—The April 16 dedication of the ancient bridge over the Mississippi River was scheduled to take place Sunday, according to the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. However, the dedication was postponed due to the weather.

The bridge was originally built in the 1800s and has been a significant landmark in the area. It is scheduled to reopen in the fall, after undergoing extensive repairs.

—photo by Jim Thompson

South Africa story

Exiled poet exposes apartheid

By GREGG ECKERT

The Daily Iowan

Apartment, the prison of South Africa's political captives, is a symbol of the oppression that has gripped the nation for decades. But for South Africa's most famous political prisoner, the experience has been far more personal.

Carter, who has been held in solitary confinement since 1970, has become a symbol of resistance against the apartheid regime. His poetry has been banned in South Africa, but it has found a welcoming audience in the West.

"Children inherit the earth only if they are old enough to recognize it in the face of war. That's why I am here," Carter said during a press conference in New York City.

Carter, who was arrested in 1970 for alleged sedition, has been held in solitary confinement since 1982. He has been denied access to the outside world and has had limited contact with his family.

"I am afraid for my children's future," Carter said. "I am afraid they will not know the meaning of freedom.

Carter, who is now 47 years old, has been profoundly affected by his imprisonment. His poetry has become a powerful tool for expressing his thoughts and emotions.

Carter says he will continue to resist the apartheid regime until he is free. "I will not give up," he said. "I will not stop fighting for justice until everyone is free."
Rapists’ sexual identities

"Inability to relate to another human being in a rewarding way"

Although the rapist is not sexually involved, he or she has a need for intimacy and affection, usually perceived as love. The rapist feels unable to love a person, and a woman, just as a person cannot love herself. This difference is experienced by the rapist as an inability to communicate love. Loeffelholz said.

Rape, despite being a crime, may actually be a rewarding activity between a man and a woman, just as pride is a rewarding activity between a man and a woman. He talks about "the difference in communicating love" and states that "a person doesn't feel isolated.

Nikon Hurting skins

says QB Kilmer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Quarterback Jeff Kilmer, who says the 155 Germans in fatal plane crash


155 Germans in fatal plane crash

TENNESSEE County (AP) — A chartered Spanish airline with a group of German tourists crashed near Chattanooga, officials said today, killing 155 people. The plane crashed into a forested area in the mountains near Chattanooga, and officials said there were no survivors. The exact cause of the crash is under investigation.

The plane took off normally from Las Vegas airport on its way to San Diego, but officials said it encountered mechanical problems and made an emergency landing in a mountainous area near Chattanooga. All 155 passengers were believed to be German, and the exact number of passengers and crew was not immediately available.

All the passengers were German.
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DRY CLEANERS

Cleaning til 4 p.m. Daily

TWO LOCATIONS

10 S. Dubuque 322-4446
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1972

DRY CLEANING

LADIES AND MEN'S 2-PIECE

SUIT

$1.09 each Plus Tax

SPORT JACKET

39c each Plus Tax
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FOLDED or on HANGERS
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One Hour
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Call for appointment

10 S. Dubuque 322-4446
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351-9150

MONDAY-SATURDAY 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Trade 1st Amendment for a dirty sock?

Young men (turning 18 or after losing a college determinant) often had to surrender jail. Large numbers were being drafted, and large numbers were being called to fight what they felt was an immoral war. Jail was an alternative.

The war is now little bit. Too many people did not like friends and relatives coming home dead or wounded. The war is now nailing "gooks" just like police. Peace may even be at hand—the light at the end of the tun- nel.

Strange as it may seem, there is emerging a new group that must consider jail. While the public has never had a great concern in journalism, those members of staff and annoying usages, there's something different in the news.

It seems journalists need to consider the possibility of going to jail. It seems you don't reveal your sources; those people who provide you with information, you go to jail.

For those who haven't been in a prison, going to jail is not the same as in Monopoly. It isn't the same as in Survival. It isn't the same as in Monopoly. For those interested, you can learn more about the nature of the "gooks," go to jail. The new judicial code also protects secrets. For journalists, for secrets, for newsmen. They can be used primarily to protect the press, to protect the press, to protect the press.
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**Survival Line**

**McDonald’s: a paperwaster?**

I just bought a double-cheesburger at McDonald’s. I told the guy I was going to eat it right there and I wasn’t going to use the plastic fork or knife, and he said, “Sorry, but you’ll have to pay for a fork and knife.” I asked him, “How about a discount on that fact that you wasted?” He agreed, but he’s required to put everything, even a fork in a plastic holder, in a bag to be carried away at McDonald’s.

The complaint was following orders, just as I told you. The official document, the trademarked name of the local McDonald’s, is McDonald’s. It is a rigidly enforced national policy that McDonald’s doesn’t want the concept of the entire restaurant to be played in the sack.

I hope soon McDonald’s will change his “for reasons of sanitation and image.” Despite the fact that every product is individually wrapped, says so if a customer were to drop on the floor from covering the cut from the wrapper, the wrapper would be opened, making the product unwearable. Putting everything into a sack, in addition to individual wrapping, weaps, promises this has happened.

About the “sack rule,” it says, “a lack of a master rule or a master rule containing a purchase order on a sack through a piece of wrapping paper, and success means a lot to customers.”

This is a very definite support of ecological principles, and that all the customers will have to be customers in that they reverse their raw food once.

However, this does not mean that the sack that you didn’t sign with your double-cheesburger—that goes to the city dump.

**Buying an Iowa state flag?**

Where can I buy an Iowa state flag? I need to use it as a pattern for an American flag, as a Christmas gift. I’ve tried several, with no luck. Can SURVIVAL LINE have aplementation?

You can. SURVIVAL LINE, recognizing that the biggest customer for such things is probably the state itself, contacted Diane O’Brien, the state’s purchasing officer, for assistance in solving your problem. She gave me contact with her source for Iowa flags, gave me other state is the source of American. And, they like Iowa.

The flags will cost $1.00 for 1264 an in a blue, red and white, depending on the quantity. There is no postage charge.

Send your order to Carleen Sievert, Sales Department, Iowa State Auditorium, 337-2616. Her phone, for better lines, is 337-2618.

SURVIVAL LINE can’t take answers your questions, investigates your tips and all sorts of good things is specifically caroused. Call 337-2610 Tuesday and Thursday nights from 9 p.m. or write SURVIVAL LINE, The Daily Iowan, Communications Center, Iowa City.

**Old Jug Band to entertain**

Martin Rogers and Arnie Brong will perform Friday at 8 p.m. at the Public House in Coralville. They will play a variety of songs, from rock to bluegrass. Rogers, a former member of the Jug Band, said he will have a band with him in the afternoon.

They are a jug band from East Texas. They’ve played in Chicago and Detroit. Their sets range from folk to blues to rock. Rogers, a former member of the Jug Band, said he will have a band with him in the afternoon.

**To Help Her Know It, Show It.**

Diamonds make a Christmas gift of love.

Ginsberg’s jewelers

**Will You Help?**

**VOTE "YES" DEC. 11**

For Swimming Education

School Bond Issue

Finance Committee, Dr. Wm. Olin, Chairman

Complete test reports on the Dual 1218 as published in the leading hi-fi magazines.

“Whether used as a changer or a manual the 1218 is an inferior changer for us. Considering this performance plus the superior measurements made in the lab...the Dual 1218 will attract many buyers.”

“iIn every respect a very smooth, flexible and easy-to-record player...will accommodate the most advanced cartridges at their minimum usable tracking forces...”

“If you want to sacrifice virtually nothing (certainly nothing you will have) get a 1218.”

“We’re overstocked on Dual 1218 turntables. We want to move them out, so we’re selling them at an unbelievable low price. You buy the turntable and we’ll ship the base and deck cover at no extra charge. But hurry, this special is good only through Monday, Dec. 11.”

**STOP IN TODAY**

**WORLD OF SOUND**

337-3016

123 S. Clayton
Purple brings in a little English to teenyboppers

By HANDLEN

Frank Miller

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

JOHN LUCKEY

D.C., Nov. 29—The earl scruggs review

THE BYRDS

SPECIAL GUEST STAR

COMMANDER CODY

AND THE LOST PLANET AIRMEN

U.O.F I. FIELDHOUSE

SAT., DEC. 3, 9:30 P.M. ADVANCE $3, GATE $4

Tickets Available at the I.N.U. Box Office

CAMPUS

will be running regular routes before and after the concert

STUDENT POTTPOURRI

AT OLD ARMORY

By STARRI SMITH

An art student who studied art in Paris, and later

flourished, also been an artist in London, is

now working in New York with the school

department, the Center for Performing

Arts. There, the school's touring company

has been presenting the show, "The Earl

Scroggs Review," which is now set to

perform in the U.O.F. Fieldhouse.

Directed by John Luckey, the show

features five bands, including the

Byrds, who are known for their

distinctive sound and innovative

approach to folk music.

The Byrds, known for their

acoustic-based sound and

influential role in the

development of folk rock,

will be bringing their

unique style to the

Fieldhouse stage.

As part of the show,

the Byrds will

perform some of their

most popular

songs, including

"Mr. Tambourine Man," "All

I Really Want for Christmas," and

"Put Your Arms Out." The

concert will

feature a mix of

lyrically

inspiring

and

uplifting

songs,

along with

a few

more

upbeat and

uplifting

numbers.

The Byrds

are

known

for

their

influence

on

the

1960s

rock

scene,

and

their

music

continues

to

resonate

with

fans

today.

Tickets

for

the

concert

are

available

at

the

I.N.U. Box Office

and

on

advance.

The

Fieldhouse

is

located

at

the

intersection

of

Campus

Road

and

Center

Avenue,

and

will

be

hosting

the

Byrds

and

other

artist

performances

in

the

near

future.

For

more

information,

contact

the

I.N.U.

Box

Office

at

(515) 337-3740.
Visit 13th-ranked Kentucky tonight

Hawks get serious after laugher

By J. ART BOPP
Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeyes were in a jolly mood in their departu-

ty for a game in Chicago.

"Their game should be light tonight," coach Lute Parker said Fri-

day, "and we'll be even lighter after the game."- Parker

There is a 90 degree change in the Hawks' mood since they fell behind to the hus-

tling Hawks of Indiana 20-18 in the first 10 minutes of a game that was tied 25-25 at the half.

The Hawkeyes, who led 25-23 at the half, took charge in the second half and had it sewed up by the 57-46 final score.

"I think we'll have our hands full on the court tonight," Parker said.

"I don't think it will be easy for the Hawks tonight," he added.

But the Hawks, who have lost four straight trips to Chicago State, will be coming into the game with a lot of extra travel, along with the evidence of travel in the Seattle trip this past week.
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Fourth ranked Gophers pace rousing cage start

Iowa wrestlers take five titles

CEDAR FALLS—Five Iowa wrestlers won individual victories in the second round of the Hawkeye Invitational here Dec. 1 and 2. The Hawkeyes finished with 134 points to become the team champion, while Michigan State dropped a 12-point decision to Northwestern in the parallel bars and high bar. Iowa State won the all-around with 440 points.

Hawkeye gymnasts place fourth in Windy City test

CHICAGO, Ill.—The University of Iowa gymnastics team took second place in the Windy City Classic here Dec. 1 and 2. Iowa lost to Wisconsin Friday night in the first round of the tournament and finished with a third place finish on Saturday afternoon.

Sophomore Schuppach leads Iowa to gymn title

DEARBORN—Sophomore Jim Schuppach gained individual victory in the University of Michigan all-around competition Saturday and tied for the title in the University of Michigan all-around competition.

A Collins mixer

Despite poor efforts of Chicago State's Herb Bay (31), Iowa's John Collins (130) showed good mark in the title with a short jumper in Friday's 31-7, won by the Hawkeyes, with Collins scoring 10 points. Photo by Kathy Greeton.

Fifty-four records were set in the University of Iowa Athletic Department last season. Daily Iowan News Service.

Snaps, sprints and scenic spots

Iowa scored 85 points, Wisconsin-LaCrosse finished third with 138 points, Illinois tied for fourth with 114 points and the Hawkeyes finished fifth with 108 points.

Two Iowa seniors, Jimmy Head and Brian Rummel, swept the 1,500 and 5,000 meter races and finished with a third place finish in the parallel bars and high bar. Iowa State finished a tie for third place with 314 points. Illinois finished in a tie for third with 310 points and finished with a third place finish in the parallel bars and high bar.

Two Iowa seniors, Jimmy Head and Brian Rummel, swept the 1,500 and 5,000 meter races and finished third in the parallel bars and high bar.

The 11th annual Iowan News Service All-American team was announced Sunday by the University of Iowa Athletic Department.

A Diamond is a much best friend.

Sears

Tread Lifetime Guarantee Plus 10 Month Wear Out Guarantee

SNOW RETREAD

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan

Mall Shopping Center

Phone 391-3600

Free Parking

IM Corner

By Bob Donney

We Love Imported Cars
Give her something Special this Christmas

If you're in doubt as to what to get your loved ones, whether it be your mother, wife, or just good friend, stop in Younkers Main Floor Cosmetics Department and let one of our trained consultants help you. Take the opportunity to talk over and solve your Christmas gift buying. Besides having the Iowa City area's largest cosmetics department, we have the knowledge, patience and understanding that a sometimes bewildered shopper will appreciate.

We'll be glad to help. Bring your problems to us.

More Than 95 Fragrance Lines.
15 Treatment Lines.

YOUNKERS Satisfaction Always